
Cache desk organiser
Design Paul McCobb
Year 1952

Paul McCobb

Paul McCobb (1917-1969) was one of the leading contemporary furniture designers on the American design 

scene in the 1950s and 1960s. Over a timespan of twenty years he designed an impressive range of multi- 

functional furniture, accessories and textiles, as well as several notable interior design projects. McCobb often 

offered a playful take on traditional forms with hints of Scandinavian craftsmanship and international style  

clarity, often made with affordable and robust materials such as iron, solid wood and durable upholstery. Since 

McCobb’s early death in 1969 his designs have not been in production, but are now making their way back.
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The foundation of the Cache series, part of Paul 

McCobb’s extensive Planner series, is a beautifully 

simplistic and easy table with slim and straight steel 

legs, stripped from any details or ornament, leaving 

only small drawers that can be mounted individually 

or grouped on either side of the table for small 

keepings.

If more storage and distinctiveness is needed, add the 

second piece in the series, the two-drawer organizer 

that resides on a slender leg construction as the table 

itself and has the same playful two-finger opening 

system as the drawers in the desk. The Desk Organiser 

can be placed on the desk or used as a stand-alone 

item next to sofas or beds.

PRODUCT DATA

Design Paul McCobb. 1952

Product type Storage unit

Environment Indoor

Materials Frame in steel with black powder 
coating, drawers in solid oak with 
clear lacquer

DELIVERY

Lead time Stock (if backorder: 8 to 10 weeks)

ARTICLE CODE

201191 Cache desk organiser
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Frame Drawers

Natural oak
Clear lacquered
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I N F O  S H E E T

Founded on rebellious curiosity and a passion for the unique, Karakter is a bit out of the ordinary. Rooted in the proud Danish design tradition, but always maintaining an international 

outlook, Karakter presents a striking portfolio of furniture, lighting and objects from designers who have already written the history of design to those who are aspiring to write the future. 

All designers collaborating with Karakter are curated for their ideas and creativity and shared by all of them is an inspiring level of curiosity and an uncompromising take on their work. 

Boasting both the relevant and honest, the beautiful, the playful and the expressive, all designs have a clear, undeniable character. Ready to spark curiosity and start conversations.
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